Office of Fee Committee for the Private
unaided Schools of Punjab
Room No. 23, Second Floor, Block-F, Vidya Bhawan, Phase-8,
S.A.S. Nagar (Mohali) Punjab.
Ph No. 0172-3070834 , Fax No. 0172-3070836
E.mail accicell.psebmohali yahoo.in

Parents — Bal Bharti Public School, Ludhiana
Versus
Bal Bharti Public School, Dugri Road, Ludhiana.

A complaint had been filed by the Parents of the students of the Bal
Bharti School, Urban Estate, Phase-III, Dugri, Ludhiana, addressed to Mr.
Vineet Joshi Chairman CBSE, a copy of the said complaint was endorsed to
the Chairman of the Fees Committee Mohali the same was received by the
office.
The said complaint contained charges pertaining to the increase in fee in
the form of annual charges, other charges & tuition fees as follows:Particulars

2012-13

2013-14

% Increase

2014-15

% Increase

Annual Charges

5000/-

7000/-

40%

8500/-

22%

Tuition Fees

5445/-

6900/-

27%

7740/-

15%

Further alleged that the details of the annual charges are also not supplied to
the Parents. It was also alleged that the School is charging additional money
under various heads like stationary, I Cards, Cal Charges, Medical Charges
,Computer Charges etc as follow:-

Particulars

Amount

Stationery i.e diary, calendar etc

.

300/- per annum

Chip based I-cards

300/- per annum

Cal charges/ Smart Classes

390/- per quarter

Medical Charges

500/- per annum

Computer Charges

150/- per quarter

Other Charges

500/- per annum

It was also alleged that the School charges Rs. 1000/- without any
receipt for extra help & counselling. For the new admission the School is
charging an admission fee of around Rs. 25000/- .The Parents highlighted that
the School is not providing the facilities according to the charges made & the
School Management claimed that there is no control either of the CBSE or the
State Government over such matters, hence there is no need to take the
Parents into confidence as there are no guidelines to this effect. They alledged
that the School is also entering on to the commercial activities .by selling
uniforms , note books, stationery, into the School premises & recommended
particular shop for the purchase of the said articles. The students are
humiliated, discriminated & fee defaulter is written even on their test sheets.
Due to which other students start teasing their wards .calling them as fees
defaulter. The above complaint running in to 44 pages has been filed by Sh.
Inderpal Singh Chawala, Sh. Dinesh Jain, Snit. Ritu Jain & Sh. Manjeet Singh.
The annexure contained the documentary sheets regarding the averments
made in the complaint. Copy of the notice issued and details regarding fees
structure 2014-15, and other charges are also given therein. They have
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attached copies of some fees receipts issued by the School. A copy of a
complaint lodged before the police on behalf of large no. of Parents has too
been appended. The answer sheets and other documents also stands
attached.
A copy of a letter addressed to the Principal of the said School dated
17.10.2014 in which the Parents have averred that the agreement dated
30.05.2014 be implemented, in compliance of which the cal charges (Smart
Classes) of the five quarters charged by the School were to be adjusted in 2 &
3 quarter fees. The copy of the agreement dated 30.05.2014, reached between
the School & Parents in the presence the DEO is attached, which is reproduced
as under:

" As per meeting today i.e 30th May, 2014 held at BBPS School Unit-ll with
Mr. L.V. Sehgal, Principal BBPS School Punam Dogra, DEO Mr. Gurjot
Singh and the following Parents. The following points were agreed upon:1.

Waiver of Rs. 500/- in the form of medical charge and Rs. 500/- in

assignment charges to be adjusted in the 2nd quarter and no late fine will
been charged till 30th June, 2014.
2.

PTA will be democratically formed by 1st week of September 2014

and by

1st week of July the entire procedure of formation will be

updated on website of BBPS.
3.

The list of facilities provided in the School will be listed on the

School
4.

website.

The participation provided in any of the extracurricular activities

and functions will be entirely optional.

5.

A detailed report of CAL Charges of the year 2013-14 and 1st

quarter of 2014-15 will be prepared by the Principal and adjustment of the
unjustified amount will be made in the 2nd-3rd quarter fee.
6.

The principal has agreed to meet the Parents during the working

days from 9.00am to 10.00 am without any application or prior
appointment.
7.

A proper discipline will be maintained in the School between the

faculty and students/Parents relationship.
8.

The salwar-kurties for the girls above 6th class will be optional

mode of
9.

uniform.

Prior information will be given to the Parents of any hike in the

tuition fees
or annual charges or any other charges levied by 31st December of
the year."

REPLY OF THE SCHOOL
The reply on behalf of the principal of the School dated 03.01.2015
received in the office of Committee. They denied all the charges contained in
the complaint. The reply running into 24 pages was filled by the School in which
page 5-24 is the annexure showing the achievements of the school in various
fields, a sort of report card of the School.
Both the parties argued the case and filled their written briefs. During the
course of hearing, it was brought to the notice of the Committee that the School
is running in two places in name of a single School which should be in the
single premises. The affiliation for class 12th has been taken in the year 2013
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after obtaining the NOC from the state of Punjab vide their order dated
31.05.2011. On behalf of the complaints, vide their written argument dated
13.05.2015 it has been averred that the tuition fees & Annual Charges have
been increased as under:NURSURY CLASSES WING:% Increase

Annual Charges

% Increase

Year

Tuition fees

2010-11

1250

2011-12

1375

10

4000

60

2012-13

1650

20

5000

25

2013-14

1815

10

7000

40

2014-15

2100

15.70

8500

21.42

% Increase

Annual Charges

% Increase

2500

MIDDLE CLASSES WING:Year

Tuition fees

2010-11

1700

2011-12

1900

10

4000 •.

60

2012-13

2090

10

5000

25

2013-14

2300

10

7000

40

2014-15

2580

12

8500

21.42

2500

HIGH & SENIOR SECONDARY CLASSES WING:Annual Charges

% Increase

4000

60

10

5000

25

2540

10

7000

40

2845

12

8500

21.42

Year

Tuition fees

% Increase

2011-12

2100

10

2012-13

2310

2013-14
2014-15

-
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Regarding annual fees it was claimed that is was hiked from Rs. 2500 of
2010-11 to Rs. 8500 in 14-15 a hike of 240% over a period of 4 years. On
behalf of the Parents it was claimed that Rs. 25,000 charges on account of
admission fees, 5,000 as caution money annually and 8,500 as annual charges
every year, amounts to capitalization fees which is banned by the Hon'ble
Supreme Court of India as laid down in PA lnamdar & Others V/s State of
Maharashtra.
Further the Parents also claimed that the School charged Rs 1950 for 5
quarters from April 2013 to June 2014 on account of CAL Charges ( Smart
Classes ) which were never conducted, the amount of which the school
authorities had agreed to adjust vide their agreement dated 30.05.2014. On
behalf the Parents it has been averred that the said agreement has been
implemented only in case of 10 to 15 students only and that too for class 10th
alone. The Parents have also averred that the copy of the contract with the
company for running the smart classes has not been provided. Further it has
been averred that on the basis of balance sheet of 2011-12 to 13-14 the
expenditure on account of cal charges/ smart classes have come down from
Rs. 8,33,021/- to Rs. 1,93,417/-, and the School has been making increased
profit, for which they have incorporate the following chart:Income

Expenditure

Profit %

2011-12

15,05,400

8,33,021

80.7

2012-13

17,31,925

4,73,160

266

Cal Charges

UNIT-I

6

2013-14

19,37,130

1,93,417

901

' Cal Charges

Income

Expenditure

Profit %

2011-12

1,03,870

78,246

32

2012-13

1,95,390

1,14,086

71.2

2013-14

2,59,870

1,21,617

113.7

UNIT-II

However the committee has noted that the profit % shownby the
complainants, in above table are not correctly calculated, the correct
calculations for Unit I are 45%,73%,90% for 2011-12 to 2013-14 & for Unit
II ae 25%, 42% and 53% for the same period which are as follows:Cal Charges

Profit %.

Cal Charges

UNIT-I

Profit %

UNIT-11

2011-12

45

2012-13
2013-14

-

2011-12

25

73

2012-13

42

90

2013-14

53

The School authorities are bound to refund the CAL Charges as per the
following table:As shown in balance sheet in unit-I (year 2013-14)

Rs. 19,37,130/-

In Unit-II as shown in balance sheet (year 2013-14)

Rs. 2,59,870/-

Total of unit-I & II for the year 2013-14

Rs. 21,97,000/-

and for 1st quarter April 2014 to June 2014 approx. 1600 students
6,24,000/-
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Rs.

Total money of cal charges/smart classes to be refunded

Rs.

28,21,000/- with interest @ 9% annum.
On behalf of the Parents it has been averred that the School while
applying NOG, has shown Rs. 2,88,990/- as half of the salary against a
students strength of 80. However in the balance sheet of the year 2011-12 the
staff salary has been shown 22,71,757/-. & retainer ship fees of 9,74,432/which is totalling Rs.32,46,822/- for a strength of students of 86-98 of unit -IL
As such the Parents have averred that the School has been trying to project
wrong figures to show excess expenditure. Further it has been averred that the
School has earned a profit of Rs. 3,12,12,776/- for the year 2011-12, 2012-13 &
2013-14.
The complainant have further averred that the School has earned Rs. 3
lac as rent of the dress in the annual function @ 600 per student for 500
students. The receipts of charges of the Basant carnival is not issued and the
collection has not been shown in the balance sheet. Further that the income of
4-5 lac per annum from the contract of the stalls during Basant carnival has
also not been depicted in the balance sheets.
The School in its written reply has averred that the preview of fees Committee
is only for 2012-13, 2013-14. Further averred that the accounts of the School
are audited as per the requirement of the section 12A of the Income Tax Act.
The School has been granted affiliation for 12th class during the year 2013 and
that the students have appeared in the examination in this year. The School
has averred that the society has spent of Rs, 23 Crore on land and building of
the School. It has also averred that the hike in the charges in the fees during
2013-14 by 10%, 2014-15 by 12% and 2015-16 by 12%.
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The table of fee collection rates and number of students for unit II for the year
2012-13 as given by the School vide aneexure 15 and 12 of the proforma
submitted depicts in the foot note that' a total of Rs. 67,99,263 had been
collected from the students during 2013-14. However in the body of the chart
two items only pertaining to tuition fee and other fees and funds/charges is
given, without any breakup of the items for which the said charges are made
and the same is 'as under:
Class

Students Per year charges/student Total amount charged

6th

47

29760

(27600+2160)

17,02,440

7th

39

29.760

(27600+2160)

13,67,840

8th

30.

29760 ' (27600+2160)

10,89,760

9th

27

32640

(30480+2160)

9,87;840

10th

23

, 32640

(30480+2160)

9,04,240

8

34200

(33600+ 600)

2,11,350

35400

(34800+ 600)

43400

11thMedical
11th N. Medical
Grand Total

174

63,06,870

In fact the actual calculation shows that the School is not doing the accounts
properly and simple calculations are also wrong in the above table given by the
School which are as under
Class
6th

Students Actual Amount
charged
47
29760
X

Amount
Shown
47= 17,02,440

Difference

39= 13,67,840

2,07,200.

3,03,720

13,98,720
7th

39

29760

X

11,60,640
8th

30

29760

X

30= 10,89,760

1,96,960

X

27=

9,87,840

1,06,560

X

23=

9,04,240

1,53,520

X

7=

2,11,350

(28,050)

8,92,800
9th

27

32640
8,81,280

10th

23

32640
7,50,720

11thMedical

.8

34200
2,39,400

11th

N.

35400

Medical
Grand Total

.
X

1

43400

8,000

35400
174

63,06,870

9,47,910

53,58,960

From the table above it turns out to be that the School is not depicting the
correct figures that creates suspicion on their total accounts
The School has averred that the annual charges from the year 2012-13 have
been increased form 5000 to 7000 - in 2013-14 and to 8500 in 2014-15 and
further they have averred that the expenses on salaries was less in the initial
year because of the teachers being on probation and the actual students
strengths could be realized and the initial fees and annual funds were fixed
tentatively and were rationalized by proper adjustment. Further School has
averred that Rs. 25,000/- per student charges one time is for the infrastructure
and cannot be called capitalization fees. It has been averred that the School
was one unit up to primary 1-5 class and than a second unit in the separate
10

piece of land for 6-12 classes was started of which separate balance sheet
was filled and have averred that in accordance with the law laid down by the
Hon'ble Supreme Court of India as laid down in PA Inamdar & Others V/s
State of Maharashtra, that every instituition is free to fix its own fees structure
subject to limitation on that there can be no profiteering and no capitalization
fees charges directly or indirectly in any form.

Order
1. During the arguments, the School came out with the averment that the
School has two units one up to 5th Standard and another from 6th to
12th class. The School Management has been permitted by the
Department of Education, Government. of Punjab vide their
endorsement no. 3/66/2011-3ed3/1755 dated 31.05.2011 allowed the
School to seek affiliation with CBSE, New Delhi. However, from the
affidavit dated 06.02.2015 it is clear that unit number one was
running only for Primary Classes and unit number two for the
Classes from 6th to 12th and the student strength for classes upto
5th was 962, 1109 and 1237 during the years 2011-12,2012-13 and
2013-14 respectively and at the same time the student strength for
classes 6 to 12 was only 86, 126 and 173 for the three consecutive
years of 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 respectively.The initial costs
cannot be recovered in one go and the capital expenditure which
becomes roperty of the school cannot be collected from the students
by resorting to extraordinary increase in the initial years. More over
salaries and retainership fees for unit two is 32,46,822 for 2011-12
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which is difficult to be justified for 86 students of 6 classes for all the
subject teachers even Regarding student strength the Extract of
affidavit dated 06.02.2015 is as follows:"2.
during

2.

That the strength of the students of unit I and unit 11 School
the last three sessions is as under:Year

Unit I

Unit II

2011-12

962

86

2012-13

1109

126

2013-14

1237

173

From the copies of the answer sheet attached with the complaint it is

patiently

clear that the children are humiliated by indicating on their answer

sheets that they were Fee Defaulters as under:

"Fee Defaulter Marks will not be added."

In this manner, the School is resorting to publically admonishing the
child which has an extremely dangerous impact on the growing mind of the
child. The School has not denied the allegation but on the other hand has
argued in their written statement that the issue of behavior towards the
students is not within the preview of the Committee. However, the Committee is
of the considered view point that the quality of education and facilities provided
to the students do include the behavior towards the students and such
admonishing , derogatory and discriminative behavior adopted by the School
towards the tender age students does reduce the quality of education and the
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same becomes poor. Because the Committee has been bound to see as to
whether the fees charges by the School are commensurate with the quality of
the education/facilities provided. So, the Committee is well within its rights to
see if the quality of education is drastically deteriorated by mental torture to the
students. As such it is ordered that suitable action be initiated by the regulatory
authorities against the school for resorting to such derogatory discriminative
action against the students.
3.

It is correct that the School has been charging Rs. 390 per quarter for

holding smart classes under the head CAL charges, but this facility has not
been made operative and the reason given by the School Management is that
the same could not be held because of a dispute with the vendor and also
stated that the Parents are responsible for the said dispute. However, from the
annexure attached by the Parents which is an agreement between the Parents
and the School Management before the District Authorities it is evident that not
withstanding the present averments , the School has agreed to adjust whole of
the amount of CAL charges for each student because the same is not a valid
charge in as much as the said services for which the charges have been levied
were never provided for the reason whatsoever. Moreover the school is
estopped from now denying the same after an agreement . The School failed
to adjust the same in the fees of 2nd & 3rd quarter as agreed upon between the
parties vide agreement dated 30.05.2014. In the sheet attached by the School
an

order is that the CAL charges of some 16 students are to be adjusted as

per the said order available on the file signed to be correct on 15.10.2014 and
claimed by the School to be correct. School authorities have not denied the
agreement dated 30-05-2014 about Cal Charges. Since the excess charges
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made without providing the service and agreed to mutually are supposed to be
refunded by the School to the remaining ones. The balance sheet also depicted
that the School has received Rs. 17,31,925/-on account of CAL charges from
the students during year 2012-13 while the expenditure on that head is Rs.
4,73,160/- which when calculated turns out to be about as profit of Rs.
12,58,765/- from this head alone. The Parents have attached a letter from the
District Education Officer addressed to the Deputy Commissioner Ludhiana,
copies of which have also been sent 'to Director Education, department of
Secondary Education Punjab and the secretary CBSE, Preet Vihar, New Delhi.
In which it has been averred that the principal has not cooperated with the
enquiry officer who had been sent to enquiry about the implementation of the
decision dated 30.05.2014. As such, in view of the agreement dated
30.05.2014 and the excessive income made from the CAL charges as detailed
above the averments of the Parents are held to be reasonable and the School
is directed to refund the same.
4.

It has also been made out on behalf of the Parents that the School is

charging admission fees of Rs. 25,000/- coupled with another amount of Rs.
5,000/- as caution money at the time of first admission and with the same the
total charges on admission turn out to be almost double that of the total annual
fees. At the time of admission, the School has not produced any well reasoned
argument to fix such a high admission fees and caution money that is
equivalent to almost the tuition fees for the whole of the year and makes the
charges double the normal for new entrant. After taking into account various
variables even the increase of annual charges from Rs. 2500/- in 2010-11 to
8500 /- in 2014-15 which has not been denied by the respondent School and
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the same is not required to be more than 10 % annually . The excess charges
made need to be refunded.
5.

To the allegation of the Parents that there is a misleading information by

the School regarding new admissions, claiming that the Parents have
calculated the difference between the existing children and the children in the
previous year. Whereas they have not taken into account the students who
leave the School from the previous year strength, In their argument the School
have claimed that the number of new students getting admission in any
particular year is much more than the no. claimed by the Parents. The School
has averred as under:"

Infect, the new admissions are far more than the growth of the

student's strength every year"
The fee charged for admission by each unit in each year depicted only
the new students admitted but from the same there is no way to calculate the
total no. of the students in the School during that year. In the face of averments
made by the school the claim of the Parents on this count is misplaced.
6.

As far as fees are concerned, the School has increase the overall tuition

fees of 10% to 20 % in the years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14. Such

an

increase by the School especially along with very high additional increase in
annual charges and other charges e.g. 25% to 60% increase in annual
charges resulting a high profit margin. Profit of 54% to 98% has been made
from medical Charges too and the same cannot be held valid by any cannon of
justice and the School cannot indulge in collection of the major amount of the
capital expenditure from the students in a sport span of time . Had only the
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tuition fees been increased as above without any other increase still one could
call it within the limits of reasonability
From the figure given by the School the annual charges of Rs. 5,000/- in
2012-13 have been increase to Rs. 7,000/-'in 2013-14 and further to Rs.8,500/in 2014-15. The increase in the annual charges from the year 2012-13 to 201314 turned out to be 40%.
From the figure given by Parents the tuition fees for Nursery class Wing
have been increased from Rs. 1250 in the year 2010-11 to Rs. 1815 in
2013-14 which is an increase of more than 45% over a period of three years
and then to 2100 in the year 2014-15 which comes out of 68% over last four
years. Similarly, the tuition fees for Middle Classes Wing have been increased
from Rs. 1700 in the year 2010-11 to Rs. 2300 in 2013-14 an increase of
more than 35 % over a period of three years then to Rs. 2580 in the year
2014-15 which comes out of 51.70% during four years taken together, and the
same for High class Wing have been increased from Rs. 210.0 in the year
2011-12 to Rs. 2540 in 2013-14 an increase of about 21% and to Rs. 2845 in
the year 2014-15 which comes out to be 35.47% over the previous three years.
The School has not contradicted the said figures of fees and have neither
submitted any class wise fee structure over a period of 2010-11 to 2013-14.
The fee increase is to be within 10% of the previous year that too if the
corresponding expenditure on salaries is also incurred by way of new
recruitements or annual increase of salary etc.
7.

The allegation of the Parents regarding the charges for basnant carnival,

annual function etc. need not be a part of the balance sheet as such charges
are normally optional. However, such collections from students, income from
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stalls etc. and the total expenditure incurred by the School is required to be
made public on such occasions and each students/Parents has rights to get the
detailed copy of the income and expenditure from the School. The income from
such activities, if not spent on other curricular activities during the year
concerned needs to be depicted as an income in the balance sheet.
8.

The averment of the Parents that the School is bound to prescribed the

books recommend by the CBSE, only, does not fall within the preview of the
fee Committee being a pure and simple academic matter.
9.

The Parents have claimed that the School is charging Rs. 500/-p.a

under the head medical charges from each student and said that no medical
check up is done except recording the height and weight of the students.
Without going in to the detail of the quality of medical care provided by the
School it is evident from the accounts papers/balance sheets provided by the
School that during the year 2012-13 School has earned profit under this head.
The same is made out from the following chart drawn out from the above said
balance sheet provided by the School:UNIT-1
CAL Char es
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Medical Char• es
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Profit
Y0 of Profit
6,72,379/- 45
12,58,765/- 73
17,43,713/- 90

Income
4,88,000/5,59,500/6,24,500/-

Ex • enditure
2,24,115/8,856/,28,773/-
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Profit
2,63,885/5 50,644/4,95,727/-

% of Profit
54
98
79

UNIT-2
CAL Charges
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Income
1,03,870/1,95,390/2,59,870/-

Expenditure Profit
78,246/25,624/1,14,086/81,304/1,21,617/1,38,253/-

% of Profit
25
42
53

The school is not authoried to make profits from such additional facilities
which need to be run on no profit no loss basis.
Regarding the receipts under the head other charges, it is held that the School
is duty bound to provide the detailed heads with itemized receipt for which said
charges are collected from each students. .The Committee has already issued
directions to the Schools through DPI (Sec) Punjab Government and it seems
that the School has not complied with the same. The school is directed to issue
itemized receipts in future.
11.02.2016

[Ajay Sharma]
Member

[Dr. Pyara Lal Gargj
Member

[Just Amar DLitt (Retd.)]
yo. Chairman
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